Chinese Language & Literature Major Capstone Enrollment Form

CHTR 4991 Chinese Capstone

To satisfy the capstone requirement in Chinese Language & Literature, students must demonstrate a degree of proficiency in Chinese in a final paper written for a course of their choice. Because completion of the capstone requirement demands advanced language proficiency, it is strongly recommended that students take their capstone course in the spring semester of their final year.

Students must enroll in TWO courses at the same time to fulfill the capstone requirement:

1) Any CHTR 3000- or 4000-level non-survey course, the content of which is concerned with Chinese literature or culture and that requires a final paper. OR the course in Modern Chinese Literary Translation (CHIN 5200).

   The consent of the instructor is required before the course can be used for this purpose. [See point 2]

2) The one-credit Chinese Capstone CHTR 4991.

   This class does not require any attendance or assignment, but fulfills the extra language requirement for the final paper. Enrollment for this course is restricted to “Instructor Permission Only” and is subject to the same add/drop regulations as other courses. Enrollment must be approved by the Chinese Language & Literature Major Advisor. To this end, both the instructor of the course being used for capstone and Major Advisor need to sign this form. You are encouraged to seek approval before the deadline to add courses.

The student will not be able to graduate without fulfilling this requirement.

Student Name: ____________________________ SIS ID Number: ______________________

Course Mnemonic and Number: ____________________ Semester & Year: ____________________

Instructor Name: ____________________________ Expected Graduation Date (Semester): ______

Instructor’s Signature: ____________________________ Date: __________

Major Advisor’s Signature: ____________________________ Date: __________

Please return or email signed form to department administrator (eaz4h@virginia.edu) in 158 NCH by the first week of the semester in which the requirement will be fulfilled.

For department use only:

☐ Course moved in SIS

☐ Assessment form received